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Abstract: There were worries that the COVID-19 pandemic could result in a shortage of supplies
of some drugs. We aimed to analyze if the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the availability drop of
different cardiodiabetological medicaments. Special attention was put to combined therapies and
to investigate the general availability of these drugs. Data were obtained from the Polish startup
company GdziePoLek regarding the availability of 121 cardiodiabetolocigal drugs divided into
23 separate categories in Polish pharmacies. The period of the analysis was limited from 1 January
2019 to 31 December 2020. The threshold of a 20% decrease of median availability was set to found
drugs with the most severe drop in availability during the COVID-19 pandemic. We also identified
medicaments with a median availability of less than 50%. We identified two drugs with the most
severe drop in availability level during COVID-19 pandemics: acenocoumarol (decrease by 52.0%)
and nitrendipine (decrease by 98.3%). In 2019 and 2020, 27 of 121 drugs had a median availability
lower than 50%. The limited availability concerned the most novel agents and polypills, mostly
non-insulin antidiabetic drugs. The decrease in drug availability in Poland was not as severe as
expected. Accessibility to some novel non-refunded medicaments is limited.
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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of preterm morbidity and mortality in
Poland [1]. Cardiodiabetological drugs are one of the critical interventions in the primary
and secondary prevention of cardiovascular events [2]. For this reason, we assume that a
shortage of cardiodiabetological drug stocks due to a national emergency may lead to the
worsening control of cardiovascular diseases.

The severity of restrictions endorsed by the governments on the COVID-19 pandemic
differs all around the world. The hindrance in international shipping, industry, and work-
force mobility raises concerns about the availability of essential medical products. Poland’s
pharmacy industry relies on regular supplies of essential ingredients produced in Mainland
China [3]. Therefore, the strict lockdown in China could have affected the availability
of drugs. Moreover, the sanitary restrictions in healthcare facilities and fear of the novel
coronavirus may have encouraged patients to overbuy drug stocks and treat themselves at
home [4]. The fear of novel viruses could have led to a decrease in the number of visits in
emergency departments and decreased the availability of drugs in pharmacies [5]. When
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) was detected as a receptor to novel coronavirus,
concerns were raised on the safety of using angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors
(ACEI) and angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARB) during the pandemic [6]. Hopefully,
the use of ACEI/ARB was not associated with a worse outcome of COVID-19 [7], and
discontinuation of the treatment could have led to the clinical deterioration [8]. To our best
knowledge, there is no study on cardiodiabetological drug availability in Poland during the
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COVID-19 pandemic. We aimed to retrospectively assess whether the pandemic affected
the availability of the cardiodiabetological therapeutics and identify those that have limited
availability in pharmacies.

In this paper, we aimed to (1) investigate the availability of drugs in pharmacies in
Poland during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic and (2) the general availability of
cardiodiabetological drugs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection

Data concerning the availability of n = 121 drugs in Polish pharmacies was obtained
from startup company GdziePoLek [9]. GdziePoLek (translated “Where I Get My Meds”)
is a platform providing patients with near real-time information about medicines’ on-shelf
availability in brick and mortar pharmacies. Launched in mid-2015, as of 15 June 2021
GdziePoLek is connected to systems of 1890 pharmacies across Poland which dispatch
automatic updates every 10 min. Patients access the service through progressive web front-
end (PWA), available at gdziepolek.pl, which obviates the necessity to install applications in
order to obtain the information. As a by-product of its patients-facing service, GdziePoLek
has access to timelines of availability for each product sold through pharmacies. Statistics
are available to the public and researchers as a web view accompanying each product, as
well as are used to produce country’s only independent bi-monthly reports about medicine
deficits. GdziePoLek is controlled by the founding team and has not used government-
connected capital in its development, enabling reporting on sometimes politically sensitive
topics of deficits without external influence.

Medicaments were chosen to represent the most commonly used in the treatment of
cardiovascular diseases and diabetes. To do so, we analyzed data provided by NFZ (Polish:
Narodowy Fundusz Zdrowia, English: National Health Fund) concerning the number of
refunded prescriptions in Poland [10]. Drugs were divided into 23 categories according to
their mechanism of action: (1) antihypertensives: ACEI, ARB, alpha-blockers, calcium chan-
nels blockers (ant-Ca), beta-blockers, diuretics, (2) lipid-lowering drugs: statins, fibrates,
(3) anticoagulants: heparins, novel oral anticoagulants (NOAC), Vitamin K antagonists
(VKA) (4) antidiabetic drugs: insulins, non-insulin antidiabetic drugs (NAD), (5) oth-
ers: antiarrhythmic, antiplatelets, L-thyroxine, nitrates, sacubitril/valsartan, (6) combined
drugs, antihypertensive + lipid-lowering, combined antihypertensive, combined NAD,
statins + ezetimibe. Full list of drugs with their respective category is available in Supple-
mentary information (Table S1).

2.2. Data Analysis

Data manipulation, calculations, and visualization were performed using the R (ver-
sion 4.0.3) programming language (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria). We limited the time
span of our analysis to include data from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2020 (24 months).

At first, we specified drugs that had lower availability during COVID-19 pandemics.
We started our analysis with the date 4 March 2020, which was the day of the first confirmed
case of COVID-19 in Poland [11]. There is no one widely used definition of drug shortages.
One of them provided by the American Society of Hospital Pharmacists (ASHP) defines
those shortages as supply problems which influence patient care when prescribers must use
an alternate agent [12]. However, there is no strict value below whom we define a problem
with drug availability. To see suspected medicament shortages, we set the threshold to a
20% decrease of median availability during the pandemic (from 4 March 2020 to 31 De-
cember 2020) compared to the time before the pandemic (1 January 2019 to 3 March 2020).
For example, if the drug had a median availability at a level of 96%, it means that the
decrease had to reach the level of 0.96 × 0.20 = 0.192 (19.2%). We believe that such a
threshold would show us the drugs with the biggest availability problem. The decrease
was measured through each drug’s maximum and minimum availability during the proper
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timeline. Please note that some of the other drugs may have more than a 20% decrease of
availability, but not during the pandemic, excluding them from further analysis.

We also specified which drugs and drug categories have lower median availability
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Firstly, we counted the basic statistical factors for each
drug, such as mean, median, and amplitude. Then each drug with a median below 50% was
further analyzed. Then we counted the moving average with the time span of 7 days for
each medicament. Using a moving average gives us a better opportunity to see availability
during the long period of our analysis.

3. Results
General Characteristics

Overall, we identified n = 2 drugs with an availability decrease of more than 20%
(Figure 1): acenocoumarol (decrease by 51.99%) which is a vitamin K antagonist (VKA), and
nitrendipine (decrease by 98.27%), which is ant–Ca. Drugs with an availability decrease
between 5 and 20% are shown in the Supplementary information (Figure S1). The basic
characteristics of availability for each of the two drugs are shown in Table 1. Nitrendipine
reached the nadir of nearly complete inaccessibility in the sample of pharmacies across
Poland, while acenocoumarol was still available in nearly 48% of pharmacies. After a
significant period of decreased availability, the supplies of acenocoumarol stabilized and
reached the level, which could be found before COVID-19 pandemics. The situation with
nitrendipine availability looks much more different. After the decrease in availability, the
level of nitrendipine supplies stays much lower than before novel pandemics.

Table 1. Drugs with decreases of availability by 20% during the COVID-19 pandemic in Poland
(a) prepandemic and (b) during COVID-19 pandemic.

(a)

Prepandemic
1 January 2019–4 March 2020

Drug Category Median [%] Mean [%] Min [%] Max [%] Amplitude [%]

1 Acenocoumarol VKA 98.565 96.39 51.40 99.53 48.13
2 Nitrendipine Ant-Ca 97.36 97.44 96.56 98.34 1.78

(b)

COVID-19 Pandemic
4 April 2020–31 December 2020

Drug Category Median [%] Mean [%] Min [%] Max [%] Amplitude [%]

1 Acenocoumarol VKA 96.42 88.65 47.54 98.89 51.35
2 Nitrendipine Ant-Ca 30.84 40.69 0.07 97.37 97.30

Ant-Ca—Calcium channels blockers, VKA—Vitamin K antagonists.

We also identified 27 drugs with a median availability of less than 50% (Figure 2).
From these drugs, the highest median belongs to combined medicament metformin and
sitagliptin (47.05%), and lowest to bemiparin, which belongs to heparins (0.08%). From
n = 27 drugs, n= 9 belongs to oral NAD, n = 5 to combined NADs, n = 3 to combined
antihypertensive drugs, n = 3 to combined statins, n = 2 to ARB, n = 2 to heparins, and
n = 1 to antiplatelets, the fibrates groups, and sacubitril/valsartan. The basic statistical
characteristics for each of the drugs are shown in Table 2. Heparins have the lowest
availability in pharmacies across Poland (median, n = 0.1%), and combined antihypertensive
drugs have the highest level of availability (median, n = 32.06%). It is worth noticing that
drugs prescribed to patients diagnosed with type 2 diabetes comprise n = 51.85% of all
drugs with median availability below 50%. Additionally, combined drugs made n = 44.40%
of all drugs in the analyzed group. Medicaments with median availability above 50% are
shown in the Supplementary information (Figure S2).
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Table 2. Drugs with median availability below 50% in the years 2019–2020 in Poland.

Drug Category Median
[%] Mean [%] Min [%] Max [%] Amplitude

[%]

Amlodipine + atorvastatin Antihy pertensive +
Lipid-Lowering 45.35 47.12 39.82 58.89 19.07

Amlodipine + losartan Combined antihypertensive 40.87 38.91 30.93 44.59 13.66
Amlodipine + olmesartan

medoxomil Combined antihypertensive 31.83 29.82 0.18 37.64 37.46

Atorvastatin + ezetimibe Statin + ezetimibe 12.20 12.28 4.14 22.31 18.17
Bemiparin Heparin 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.23 0.17

Canagliflozin NAD 27.34 26.00 18.64 36.89 18.25
Ciprofibrate Fibrat 31.57 31.14 27.79 33.73 5.94

Dapagliflozin NAD 45.88 45.55 35.19 57.99 22.80
Dapagliflozin + metformin Combined NAD 35.36 34.53 25.47 45.36 19.89

Dulaglutide NAD 21.71 21.26 6.84 33.21 26.37
Empagliflozin + metformin Combined NAD 34.80 32.72 5.90 38.47 32.57

Exenatide NAD 1.50 1.53 0.70 2.72 2.02
Fondaparinux Heparin 0.11 0.12 0.06 0.27 0.21

Glipizide NAD 30.65 28.61 15.05 34.27 19.22
Hydrochlorothiazide +
olmesartan medoxomil Combined antihypertensive 23.48 22.62 0.18 27.86 27.68

Irbesartan ARB 13.34 15.69 3.57 31.87 28.3
Liraglutide NAD 21.41 25.11 18.04 36.81 18.77

Metformin + saxagliptin Combined NAD 1.46 1.42 0.34 4.54 4.20
Metformin + sitagliptin Combined NAD 47.05 46.94 41.16 52.48 11.32

Metformin + vildagliptin Combined NAD 10.53 11.18 6.15 17.46 11.31
Olmesartan medoxomil ARB 36.51 34.81 0.18 46.15 45.97

Pioglitazone NAD 25.96 25.65 20.03 29.04 9.01
Prasugrel Antiplatelets 2.04 1.84 0.07 2.96 2.89

Rosuvastatin + valsartan Antihy pertensive +
Lipid-Lowering 21.26 20.08 13.53 25.54 12.01

Sacubitril + valsartan Sacubitril/valsartan 18.4 15.80 4.07 30.40 26.33
Saxagliptin NAD 4.80 5.90 3.53 12.48 8.95
Vildagliptin NAD 35.63 36.47 29.63 45.17 15.54

4. Discussion

We analyzed cardiodiabetological drug availability in the 2019–2020 years. We found
that the availability of only a few drugs decreases during the first year of the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Moreover, we identified many cardiodiabetological drugs, mostly novel and com-
bined therapeutics, that have limited availability among pharmacies monitored
by GdziePoLek.

4.1. Principal Results

We identified two drugs with limited availability during the COVID-19 pandemic. We
observed that acenocoumarol, an anticoagulant in treating some chronic cardiovascular
diseases such as atrial fibrillation, had a drop in availability, which started just several
weeks before the first confirmed case of COVID-19 in Poland [11] and continued until the
beginning of April. GdziePoLek wasn’t able to identify the specific problem connected
with this drug availability shortage. By the end of July, the availability of acenocoumarol
was back to its pre-pandemic levels. This situation could indicate that patients taking
acenocoumarol to keep their INR level in proper span may have started making supplies
of this particular drug. In the first months of 2020 there were only limited reports about
the novel virus, and the Internet was full of different information regarding COVID-19
clinical outcomes [13]. A study conducted in Portugal (which had its first confirmed case
of COVID-19 on 2 March 2020) showed that drug sales had increased in the time of the first
case, reaching their peak and then stabilizing. Additionally, researchers identified several
drugs with an availability shortage, such as formoterol or dapagliflozin, plus metformin,
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used to treat chronic diseases [14]. Possible shortages of VKA supplies and problems
regarding routine INR checkups forced some medical specialists to change VKA to NOAC
or low molecular weight heparins to treat their patients’ chronic diseases [15,16]. It is also
worth noticing that currently, acenocoumarol, in most cases, is believed to be the worst
anticoagulant (yet still effective) for patients with atrial fibrillation [17,18].

Nitrendipine was the second drug identified with a severe drop in availability during
the COVID-19 pandemic in Poland. It is an antihypertensive drug used mostly in emer-
gencies. Compared to acenocoumarol, with an availability shortage at the beginning of the
pandemics, the level of nitrendipine remained steady until the first day of May. Then the
supply level had dropped so low that there was nearly complete inaccessibility of this drug
in Polish pharmacies. The situation continued until the end of August when the supply
level had slowly risen. Polish authorities released the note that the shortage of nitrendip-
ine supplies was due to the manufacturer’s inability to produce the proper quantity of
drugs [19]. Shortages of generic drugs such as nitrendipine is very likely to occur because
of a multiplicity of manufacturers distributed worldwide due to lower manufacturing
costs [20,21]. Other sources of generic drug shortages in pharmacies might be the misallo-
cation of certain medicaments inside the country when hospital pharmacies are preferred
over the community and a higher demand than expected by the drug manufacturer [22].

The overall number of drugs with significantly decreased availability was less severe
than expected. Drug production and distribution was, especially in the first months of
the pandemic, a real-world challenge that had tested the resources and supply chains of
drug manufacturers. Most of them were capable of securing the supply of their drugs.
Additionally, many generic drugs are produced in Poland by local companies. However,
they were still depending on ingredients imported from China in some percent.

We identified a significant number of drugs with a relatively low median availability
during the timespan of our study. Interestingly, the median level of many combined drug
supplies is relatively low. Combined drugs are becoming more and more critical in the
proper management of chronic diseases and are vigorously implemented in the newest
guidelines regarding the treatment of hypertension as the first treatment option for most
patients [23]. Additionally, the combination of statin and ezetimibe should be proposed
for patients who did not reach the LDL cholesterol target level on statin [24]. There is also
a possibility of using combined oral antidiabetic drugs to better glycemic control among
patients with type 2 diabetes [25,26]. Combined drugs are more effective in the treatment
and very convenient in usage, especially in the older population. Combining two or more
drugs in a single pill reduces the risk of accidental omission of the proper dosage and is
considered to be more cost-effective [27,28]. We also have to indicate that more than half of
drugs with a lower median availability belong to either NAD or combined NAD. There is a
pattern that less available drugs are those more expensive and more innovative. A study
conducted several years ago indicated that most Polish type 2 diabetes patients did not
meet the guidelines criteria for maintenance of glycemia level [29]. It was also pointed out
that most of the patients’ NAD comprised metformin alone or in combination also because
of restricted access to other drugs [29]. Moreover, most drugs with a limited availability are
not refunded or have narrow refundation criteria (e.g., GLP-1 analogs or SGLT-2 inhibitors).

4.2. Strengths and Practical Implications

We show the importance of platforms such as GdziePoLek. Thanks to that kind of
service, patients could easily find the drug of their interest in their closest neighborhood.
Our study showed that during the COVID-19 pandemics, most of the essential cardiodia-
betological drugs were available in most of the monitored pharmacies. There is a possibility
that thanks to the option of checking the drugs’ availability online, people didn’t overbuy
their drugs in panic. We also indicate that access to several drugs in Poland, especially
novel non-refunded agents and polypills is not as good as it should be.
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4.3. Limitations

Our study has some limitations. We could not have combined the data about drug
availability with its corresponding sales report. While having this information, we could
assess the demand for several drugs with a low median availability and those with the
most severe drop of accessibility during the COVID-19 pandemics. We were also not able
to conclude the specific reason for certain drugs’ availability level drop. There were no
reports produced by drug manufacturers regarding their availability and so we could only
hypothesize on the exact reason for some medicaments’ severe drop in availability. The data
comprise several hundreds of pharmacies across Poland, but not all of them. There-fore,
there is a possibility that some of the analyzed drugs have a different availability in some
areas of Poland, and thus our analysis might not be representative for all regions. We also
have to take under consideration the fact that common practice among many pharmacies is
to order drugs, especially the expensive ones, upon request by the patient.

5. Conclusions

The decrease in drug availability during the COVID-19 pandemic was not as severe as
expected. The availability of only two cardiodiabetological agents decreased significantly.
In the years 2019–2020, novel agents and polypills had limited availability in a sample of
Polish pharmacies.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/biomed2010013/s1, Table S1: List of drugs used in availability
analysis. Figure S1: Availability of drugs with availability decrease by more than 5% and less than
20% during the COVID-19 pandemic. Figure S2: Drugs with median availability above 50%.
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